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Balancing Security and Privacy in Genomic Range Queries

SEOYEON HWANG, ERCAN OZTURK, and GENE TSUDIK, University of California Irvine, USA

Exciting recent advances in genome sequencing, coupled with greatly reduced storage and computation costs,

make genomic testing increasingly accessible to individuals. Already today, one’s digitized DNA can be easily

obtained from a sequencing lab and later used to conduct numerous tests by engaging with a testing facility.

Due to the inherent sensitivity of genetic material and the often-proprietary nature of genomic tests, privacy

is a natural and crucial issue. While genomic privacy received a great deal of attention within and outside the

research community, genomic security has not been sufficiently studied. This is surprising since the usage of

fake or altered genomes can have grave consequences, such as erroneous drug prescriptions and genetic test

outcomes.

Unfortunately, in the genomic domain, privacy and security (as often happens) are at odds with each other.

In this article, we attempt to reconcile security with privacy in genomic testing by designing a novel technique

for a secure and private genomic range query protocol between a genomic testing facility and an individual

user. The proposed technique ensures authenticity and completeness of user-supplied genomic material while

maintaining its privacy by releasing only the minimum thereof. To confirm its broad usability, we show

how to apply the proposed technique to a previously proposed genomic private substring matching protocol.

Experiments show that the proposed technique offers good performance and is quite practical. Furthermore,

we generalize the genomic range query problem to sparse integer sets and discuss potential use cases.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Dramatic recent technical advances in DNA sequencing technology [42, 49, 63] and reduced se-
quencing costs paved the way for ubiquitous and affordable genomic testing. As a result, genomic
tests, such as paternity/parentage and pre-symptomatic disease diagnosis, that were used in the
past mainly by doctors and legal authorities are becoming available to the general public.

In a typical genomic testing scenario, a testing facility (“tester”), such as 23andMe [1] or CRI Ge-
netics [2], requests genomic data from an individual (“Alice”) regarding specific locations and/or
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ranges on the DNA of that individual. Alice naturally wants to reveal minimal genomic data, since
DNA—besides one’s own highly personal and sensitive material—includes significant information
about her past, current, and future relatives. The tester also needs to keep specifics (such as queried
locations) secret, due to the often-proprietary nature of these genomic tests. Consequently, ge-
nomic privacy has justifiably attracted lots of attention from the research community, and numer-
ous privacy techniques have been proposed [14, 15, 17, 19, 36, 37, 52, 67, 75].

On the other hand, genomic security, even though at least as important, received considerably
less attention than genomic privacy. In particular, the authenticity and integrity of genomic data
are often ignored or over-simplified, though they are crucial to accurate outcomes of genomic
tests. An erroneous (whether or not maliciously caused) genomic test result can have grave health
consequences when used for medical diagnoses or treatment. It could also involve social risks
when used for determining familial relationships or other non-health-related traits.

At the first glance, the genomic security problem seems simple and easily solvable with tra-
ditional cryptographic primitives, such as digital signatures. However, the main challenge stems
from conflicting requirements among the triad of security, privacy, and efficiency. For example,
a single signature on Alice’s whole genome provides security—specifically, authenticity and in-
tegrity. However, it requires Alice to send the entire genome to the tester (for signature verifica-
tion), which results in zero genomic privacy for Alice and incurs significant communication costs.
Another intuitive approach is to individually sign each smallest genomic unit (called a “base”) and
provide the tester with only those signed bases that are needed for a given test. This would of-
fer much better privacy for Alice and incur much lower communication overhead. However, it
is expensive to compute (at sequencing time) and requires the tester to verify potentially many
signatures.

As an alternative to the whole genome representation, other more compact DNA representa-
tions can be used. One such example called Single-Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs)—one-
base genomic mutations—account for only about 0.1% of the entire genome. Therefore, they are
significantly more efficient to use to represent a genome. However, this increase in efficiency in-
troduces additional security problems. If we sign each SNP individually, since SNP locations are
not consecutive and their positions are unpredictable (sprinkled throughout the entire genome),
Alice could cheat by omitting signed SNPs from the requested range.1 There are similar tradeoffs
for other candidate representations.

Inspired by these challenges, this work focused on reconciling genomic security, privacy, and ef-
ficiency. Genomic security requires authenticity, which comprises origin authentication, integrity,
and completeness. It aims to counter potentially malicious owners and/or outsiders tampering
with genomic data. Privacy (against malicious testers) demands flexibility and sufficiently fine
granularity controlled by the genome owner so as to reveal minimal information. At the same
time, efficiency motivates minimizing genomic data processing, which complicates both privacy
and security. After carefully examining security, privacy, and efficiency needs, we propose tech-
niques based on the combination of established cryptographic tools that achieve a good balance
for genomic testing. Anticipated contributions are as follows:

• We construct a secure and private range query technique that serves as a building block for
various protocols and genomic representations. Range queries allow us to perform efficient
genomic tests on various regions2 that control similar functions.

1Of course, she cannot introduce fake SNPs.
2Note: One example of such a region is the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC), a large locus on vertebrate DNA,

which consists of a set of genes coding for proteins responsible for detecting foreign molecules at the cellular level. MHC

ranges from 6p22.1 to 6p21.3 and consists of about four megabases; see Cytogenetic location [4]. Various SNPs in this
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• To demonstrate applicability of the proposed technique, we use it to improve both security
and performance of prior protocols for private genomic substring matching [37].
• We prototype proposed protocols and evaluate their performance. In the course of the eval-

uation, we investigate various optimizations and analyze the performance of two additively
homomorphic encryption schemes (ElGamal [41] and Paillier [69]) and two range-proof
schemes (signature based [28] and BulletProofs [27]).
• Finally, we generalize the problem setting to sparse integer sets and discuss applications of

the proposed schemes beyond genomics.

Organization: Section 2 provides an overview of the background, followed by Section 3 providing
our system and security models, as well as the range completeness problem. Our main contribution
is introduced in Section 4, followed by its application to the Size- and Position-Hiding Private

Substring Matching (SPH-PSM) [37] problem in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7 discuss the imple-
mentation and evaluation of the proposed construction as well as its application to SPH-PSM. Next,
Section 8 presents a generalized version of the problem with sparse integer sets and comments on
its security. Then, Section 9 reviews related work, followed by some limitations of this work and
future work in Section 10. Lastly, Section 11 concludes the article. All notation and acronyms used
in this article are summarized in Table 1.

2 PRELIMINARIES

This section provides an overview of background material on genomics and cryptographic tools
used in this work.

2.1 Genomics

The human genome is composed of around 3.2 billion3 base pairs packed into 23 chromosomes
of different size [61]. Each base can be represented by four letters of the genetic code: [A]denine,
[C]ytosine, [G]uanine, and [T]hymine, where [A] always bonds with [T] and [G] always bonds
with [C]. According to the Human Genome Project (HGP), only around 0.1% of base pairs differ
between individuals [9]. Although it is not yet possible to determine or predict exactly where
these differences occur, many types of genetic variations can be used to identify an individual and
determine one’s susceptibility to diseases and/or sensitivity to drugs. SNPs are the most common
type of genetic variation (a.k.a. mutations) among people, which represents a difference in a single
base, e.g., an [A] changes to a [C] or a [G]. A variation is classified as an SNP if over 1% of a
population does not carry the same nucleotide at a specific position in the DNA sequence [8].

Normally, an SNP data sequenced by, e.g., 23andMe [1], contains two base letters, one per each
chromosome. For example, let the genotype of an SNP among Alice’s DNA sequenced result be
“AG” at position 169. This means that “A” is on one strand of one chromosome and “G” is on one
strand of the other chromosome—naturally the opposite strands have paired “T” and “C,” respec-
tively, at position 169—and another person can have a different genotype at position 169, e.g., “CC.”
To represent the genotypes efficiently, we use an 8-bit4 integer ∈ [0, 15], instead of representing
all two-character combinations of {A,C,G,T}. Thus, we denote a base as (pos, l ), where pos is a

region (e.g., rs9264942, rs4418214, rs2395029, and rs3131018) have been shown to protect against Human Im-

munodeficiency Virus (HIV) [74].
3There are around 6 billion base pairs in a diploid human genome, whereas the reference genome in the HGP contains only

around 3.2 billion base pairs. This is because most human cells contain 23 chromosomes in pairs (i.e., 46 chromosomes in

total), which are almost identical. Only one of each pair, 24 chromosomes in total—22 non-sex and 2 sex (X and Y)—can

represent the whole human genome information [11].
4Although 4-bit is enough to represent all 16 combinations, we use the standard uint8 type to contain any inser-

tions/deletions in future work.
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Table 1. Notation and Acronyms

Notation Description

SL A sequencing lab converting analog genomic sample into its digital representation

T A tester that performs genomic tests on digitized genomes

Alice An individual requesting her digitized genome from SL and later interacts with T
Q = [a,b] T ’s range query, where a and b are integer boundaries, 0 < a ≤ b < N (≈ 3.2 ∗ 109)
BioAlice Alice’s (physical) DNA sample

GAlice = {д1,д2, . . . ,дN } Alice’s whole genome represented as an ordered set of tuples of the formдi = (i, li ), i = 1, . . . ,N ,
where i is an integer position and li is an integer in [0,15] representing a combination of two
base letters: {A,G,C,T } (e.g., 0 for “AA,” 1 for “AC,” etc.)

M = {m1,m2, . . . ,mn } SNP representation of Alice’s genome, where n is the number of genetic variations. Denoted by
a tuplemi = (posi , li ), i = 1, . . . ,n, whereM ⊂ GAlice . Note that posi < posi+1 for ∀i

MQ ⊆ M The subset ofM including all Alice’s SNPs located in a queried range Q ,

i.e.,MQ = {mi ∈ M̂ | a ≤ posi ≤ b}, say {mk+1, . . . ,mk+j } for some k, j
Siдn(.),Veri f y (.) A secure digital signature scheme with signing and verification protocols

Com(x ) A secure commitment scheme allowing zero-knowledge range proofs over x .
Equivalent to Com(x ; s ), where s is a random bit string used as a salt

NIZK(z : R (z)) A non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of z such that R (z) holds. Denote proof
and verification protocol as NIZK_Prove(.) and NIZK_Verify(.), respectively

Enc (.),Dec (.) Encryption and decryption for an additively homomorphic encryption scheme, respectively

H (.) A cryptographically secure hash function

pkX , skX A pair of public key and private key of an entity X , respectively

non-negative integer < 3.2 ∗ 109 representing the position of the base and l is a non-negative
integer ∈ [0, 15] representing two base letters from each chromosome at that position.

Due to the relatively small volume of SNPs, a reference genome model that contains only the list
of mutations can be used to reduce storage and computation costs. Using a compact reference form,
such as the 1, 000 Genomes Project variant call format,5 the human genome can be represented
using only about 120 megabytes, while the entire (raw) representation takes up to 200 gigabytes.
In this article, we focus on these two representations: the whole genome and the compact SNP

based. We defer other genomic representation formats, e.g., Short Tandem Repeat (STR) and
Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP), to future work.

2.2 Cryptographic Commitments

A commitment scheme is a cryptographic primitive that involves a prover and a verifier. The prover
first commits to a chosen (secret) value and reveals it later to the verifier. A commitment scheme
thus has two phases. In the first, commit, phase, the prover sends a message (commitment) to
the verifier committing to a secret value. The commitment must reveal no information about the
committed value; this is called the hiding property. In the second, reveal, phase, the prover sends
to the verifier a message (decommitment) that reveals the previously committed value. The verifier
validates the revealed value against the committed one. The former must uniquely match the latter;
this is called the binding property. We denote a commitment using Com(z; r ), where Com is a
commitment scheme, z is the committed value, and r is a random bit-string, used as a salt.

In this article, we use two types of commitments: one based on the discrete logarithm problem

(DLP) and the other based on a strong cryptographic hash function. For DLP-based commitments,
we use the well-known Pedersen [71] and Fujisaki-Okamoto [44] commitment schemes.

A Pedersen commitment is defined in a subgroup of Z∗p , where p is a large prime, albeit any
group where the DLP is hard can be used. Let G be the group of order p, generated by element
д, i.e., G = 〈д〉 with o(G ) = p. Two non-identity elements, д and h, in G are used as public key,
where loддh is not known to either the prover or the verifier. To commit to a message z ∈ Zp , a

5See www.internationalgenome.org/wiki/Analysis/vcf4.0.
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Pedersen commitment is computed as Com = Com(z; r ) = дzhr , where r is a random number in
Zp . To decommit, later a prover reveals z and r and a verifier checks if indeed дzhr = Com.

A Fujisaki-Okamoto commitment is an extension of the Pedersen commitment to the RSA set-
ting. Instead ofZ ∗P , it usesZ ∗N , where N = PQ and P ,Q are distinct primes, such that P = 2p+1 and
Q = 2q + 1, where p and q are also primes. Now, two generators дp and дq generate each group,
Gp and Gq , of prime orders p and q, respectively; i.e., Gp and Gq are subgroups of Z∗P and Z∗Q ,

respectively. Generator д of the group Gpq is computed using the Chinese Remainder Theorem,
such that д = дp (mod P ) and д = дq (mod Q ). Then, h is computed by h = дα (mod N ), where α
is uniformly chosen from Z∗pq , and (д,h) is set as the public key. To commit a message z ∈ ZN , the

Fujisaki-Okamoto commitment is computed by Com(z; r ) = дzhr (mod N ), where r is a random
number in Z∗

λN
with a security parameter λ. Both Pederson and Fujisaki-Pkamoto commitment

schemes are statistically hiding and computationally binding.
Finally, the commitments based on secure cryptographic hash functions rely on the fact that

modern hash functions practically reveal no information about the value they hide if they are used
with a sufficiently long random salt. In addition, since secure cryptographic hash functions offer
weak and/or strong collision resistance properties, the commitments based on such functions are
binding. A commitment is of the formH (z | |r ), whereH is a cryptographically secure hash function
(e.g., SHA2 [12]), z is the committed value, and r is a sufficiently long random bit-string.

2.3 Zero-Knowledge Range Proofs

A Zero-knowledge Range Proof (ZKRP) allows a prover to convince a verifier that a commit-
ted secret value is within a given range without revealing that value. The three standard zero-

knowledge proof (ZKP) properties, completeness, soundness, and zero-knowledge, also hold for
ZKRPs. That is, when the secret is in the given range, an honest prover can always convince an
honest verifier of the fact, which yields completeness. Meanwhile, no dishonest prover can convince
an honest verifier if the secret is not in the range, which yields soundness. Also, the verifier learns
nothing from the execution of the protocol about the secret value other than that it lies in the range,
which corresponds to zero-knowledge. Non-interactive Zero-knowledge Proofs (NIZKs) are a
class of ZKP that requires no interaction between the prover and the verifier. It is well known that
NIZK can be constructed from ZKP in a random oracle model using the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [43].

Boudot’s range proof [24] is the first practical construction of ZKRP proposed in 2001. It includes
two protocols: one for the extended range and the other for the exact range. In the first, for a
requested range [a,b], the prover shows that the secret integer v resides in [a − θ ,b + θ], where

θ = 2t+l+1
√
b − a and t and l are security parameters, i.e., with the expansion rate6 δ = 2θ . In

the second protocol, the prover shows that v resides in the exact requested range, [a,b], i.e., with
δ = 1.

Following Boudot, there has been a long line of work on ZKRPs. As mentioned in survey pa-
pers [38, 65], ZKRP methods can be classified based on their main characteristics: (1) square de-

composition, (2) signature based, (3) multi-based decomposition, and (4) Bulletproofs.
Square decomposition constructions, such as [24, 46, 57], use the fact that any non-negative integer

can be represented by the sum of squares. Signature-based constructions [28] are generalized from a
zero-knowledge set membership test, by showing that the prover knows a signature on the secret,
among the entire set of signatures on integers in the given range. In multi-based decomposition

constructions [29, 58], the secret is decomposed by a u-ary (usually binary) representation and the

6The expansion rate of a range proof allows for tolerance, defined as δ = B−A

b−a
, where [a, b] is the requested range and

[A, B] is a larger range including [a, b] wherein the prover shows the value resides. Note that if this rate is 1, the range

proof convinces a verifier that the value is exactly in the requested range [a, b].
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prover shows that each coefficient is 0 or 1, which proves that the secret value is in a given range.
Lastly, Bulletproofs [27] is a technique without a trusted setup phase, unlike other approaches. It
uses the binary representation of the secret value and inner product proofs, which lend themselves
to smaller proof sizes.

Any ZKRP protocol can be used in our construction. For example, we use Boudot’s range
proof [24] as the ZKRP of our main construction (Section 4) and Bulletproofs [27] in the extended
version (Section 5). We briefly summarize these protocols below.

Assume that the prover wants to show that a secret value v ∈ [a,b] is in [a − θ ,b + θ], where θ
is defined as above. To do so, the prover shows (1) v − a ≥ −θ and (2) b −v ≥ −θ . To demonstrate
(1), the prover writes (v − a) as the sum of the greatest square less than v and a non-negative
number, i.e., v − a = v2

1 + p, where v1 := �
√
v − a� and p = (v − a) − v2

1 . Next, the prover shows,

in zero-knowledge, that the commitment to v2
1 hides a square and the commitment to p hides a

number with the absolute value less than θ , using the method in [30]. The same procedure is done
for (2), but with r ′1, r

′
2 such that r ′1 + r

′
2 = −r . As a result, the prover shows that v ∈ [a − θ ,b + θ],

where θ = 2t+l+1
√
b − a.

Showing that the secret value v is exactly in [a,b] is similar. However, it is now shown that
the expanded secret value lies in the expanded range of [a,b], which implies that v ∈ [a,b]. More
specifically, the prover first expands v by computing v ′ = v · 2T , where T = 2(t + l + 1) + |b − a |.
Then it shows thatv ′ ∈ [2Ta−θ ′, 2Tb+θ ′], where θ ′ = 2t+l+T /2

√
b − a using the previous protocol

with expanded commitment Com(z; r )2T

. Since θ ′ < 2T , the verifier is convinced that v ′ ∈]2T

a − 2T , 2Tb + 2T [ ⇐⇒ v ∈]a − 1,b + 1[ so that v ∈ [a,b] as v ∈ Z.
With Bulletproofs [27], the prover performs ZKRP twice: once for v ∈ [a,a + 2n] and then for

v ∈ [b − 2n ,b], in order to show that v ∈ [a,b]. To show that v ∈ [0, 2n − 1], the prover first
vectorizes v to n-bit value, vL := (v1, . . . ,vn ) ∈ {0, 1}n . Then, for vR := vL − 1n , the Hadamard
product of vL and vR is zero, i.e., vL ◦vR = 0. To show these properties, the prover needs to show
that:

(1) the inner product 〈vL, 2
n〉 = v, (2) 〈vL,vR ◦y〉 = 0, and (3) 〈vL −1n −vR ,y

n〉 = 0, for ∀y ∈ Zp .

These equalities can be combined into one, by the verifier choosing a random z ∈ Zp and prover
showing that

〈vL − z · 1n ,yn ◦ (vR + z · 1n ) + z2 · 2n〉 = z2 · v + δ (y, z), (1)

where δ (y, z) = (z − z2) · 〈1n ,yn〉 − z3〈1n , 2n〉 ∈ Zp . Also, to hide the information about vL and vR ,
additional blinding terms sL, sR ∈ Zn

p are used, so that the prover sends l , r , and t instead, where:

l := l (X ) = vL − z · 1n + sL · X , r := r (X ) = yn ◦ (vR + z · 1n + sR · X ) + z2 · 2n ∈ Zn
p [X ],

and t (X ) := 〈l (X ), r (X )〉 ∈ Zp[X ].

To convince the verifier that the constant term t0 of t (X ) = t0 + t1 · X + t2 · X 2 becomes the right-
hand side of Equation (1), i.e., t0 = v ·z2+δ (y, z), the prover commits to the remaining coefficients,
t1, t2 ∈ Zp ; receives a random point x ∈ Z∗p from the verifier; and replies the t (x ) value to the
verifier. By checking all the commitments and values, the verifier is convinced that v ∈ [0, 2n − 1].

2.4 Homomorphic Encryption

Homomorphic encryption (HE) is a special type of encryption that allows users to perform
certain arithmetic operations on encrypted data such that results are reflected in the plaintext.
If it supports both unlimited addition and multiplication of ciphertexts, the HE scheme is called
Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE). A scheme that supports a limited number of operations
of either type is called Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SWHE). Finally, a scheme that

ACM Transactions on Privacy and Security, Vol. 26, No. 3, Article 23. Publication date: March 2023.
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supports only one operation type (e.g., addition or multiplication) is called Partially Homomor-
phic Encryption (PHE). We use PHE in this work. (Typically, in terms of computation costs,
FHE > SWHE > PHE.)

There are many PHE schemes, e.g., [32–34, 41, 45, 53, 66, 68, 69, 73]. For example, the well-known
ElGamal encryption scheme [41] is a PHE that supports multiplication, as for any m1,m2 ∈ 〈д〉
and random r1, r2,

Enc (m1) ∗ Enc (m2) = (дr1 ,m1 ∗ hr1 ) ∗ (дr2 ,m2 ∗ hr2 ) = (дr1+r2 ,m1 ∗m2 ∗ hr1+r2 ) = Enc (m1m2).

Another variant of ElGamal [33] is additively homomorphic. In it, дm instead of m is used as the
ciphertext. i.e.,

Enc (m1) ∗ Enc (m2) = (дr1 ,дm1 ∗ hr1 ) ∗ (дr2 ,дm2 ∗ hr2 ) = (дr1+r2 ,дm1+m2 ∗ hr1+r2 ) = Enc (m1 +m2).

Another popular PHE is Paillier [69], which also supports addition. In it,

Enc (m1) ∗ Enc (m2) = (дm1rn
1 (mod n2)) ∗ (дm2rn

2 (mod n2)) = дm1+m2 (r1 + r2)n (mod n2)

= Enc (m1 +m2),

where r1, r2 are randomly chosen elements in Z∗n , for anym1,m2 ∈ Zn . Although Paillier is widely
used, we show in Section 7 that the additively homomorphic ElGamal (AH-ElGamal) scheme
is more efficient in our context. (This is mainly because we only need to check if the ciphertext is
the encryption of zero.)

3 SYSTEM AND SECURITY MODELS

3.1 System Model

The system model includes three types of entities: (1) individuals, (2) sequencing labs, and (3)
testers, where each entity’s role is as follows:

(1) Each individual provides his/her DNA sample to a sequencing lab.
(2) The sequencing lab is a service provider, certified by a trusted authority, that extracts and

generates the digitized genomic data from the received DNA sample, e.g., hospitals and
Direct-to-Consumer (DTC) service providers.

(3) The tester offers various genomic tests, e.g., paternity, pharmacogenetics, or cancer marker
screenings, which entail one or more queries for genomic data on some specific locations
required for a test. The exact locations for each test are certified by a trusted authority. Each
query represents a rangeQ = [a,b] with genomic (integer) positions a andb, which indicates
that the tester needs all genomic data in Q to perform the test.

We assume a global pre-existing Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) for establishing trust among
entities based on certified public keys. Although there would be a multitude of each entity type,
we assume (for the sake of clarity) only one individual (Alice), one sequencing lab (SL), and one
tester (T ).

3.2 Security Model

We assume that SL and T are certified by a trusted authority and SL is fully trusted by both Alice
and T . Sequencing and preparing digitized genomic data by SL are performed offline. We assume
T is Honest but Curious (HbC): although it faithfully follows the protocol, it aims to learn more
information about Alice’s genome than is required for the test. The ranges queried by T are con-
sidered to be pre-approved by a trusted authority. For instance, the trusted authority provides T
a signed white-list of legitimate ranges or genome positions for all authorized genomic tests. For
this reason, Alice is willing to reveal the required genomic data to T for the given test.

ACM Transactions on Privacy and Security, Vol. 26, No. 3, Article 23. Publication date: March 2023.
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We assume that T does not trust Alice, since she might supply altered genomic data (whether
by modification or omission) in order to influence the outcome of a test. For correct test results,T
needs to ensure that all information Alice supplies is both authentic and complete. To this end, our
goal is a secure and private range query protocol, π , between Alice and T . π takes T ’s range
query Q and Alice’s set of SNPsM as inputs and outputs the responseMQ toT , i.e., the set of all
SNPs inM located in Q . Concrete security goals are:

(1) Authenticity: All SNPs reported by Alice must be authentic; i.e., Alice cannot modify any
part of her digitized genome or introduce new parts without being detected.

(2) Completeness: All SNPs in Q should be reported; i.e., Alice should not omit any SNP in Q
from her reply to T ’s query.

(3) Alice’s Privacy: T should not learn any information about Alice’s genome beyond SNPs
in Q .

Caveat: Nucleotides (individual bases) at different positions can be correlated. Some such cor-
relations are well known. Therefore, based on the specific mutations in a given range that Alice
reveals to T as part of a legitimate test, T could infer genomic information from other regions of
Alice’s genome. We believe that such side-channel inference is unavoidable and consider it out of
the scope of this work.

4 GENOMIC RANGE QUERY PROTOCOL

We now discuss several intuitive ways of supporting genomic range queries. Then, we describe
the proposed technique and analyze its security, privacy, and efficiency.

4.1 Intuitive Approaches

One trivial approach is to use Alice’s whole genome, GAlice , and let SL sign all дi ’s at sequencing
time. When T asks for all mutations in Q , Alice provides all pairs within that range along with
their signatures.T can easily detect if anything is missing since it receives all дi ’s. Inclusion of fake
bases is impossible, as Alice cannot forge SL’s signatures. This approach provides authenticity and
integrity, and leaks no information about bases outside the queried range. However, it has high
computation and storage costs because every single base inQ needs to be signed, sent, and verified.
To reduce costs, certain cryptographic methods, such as condensed and aggregated signatures, can
be employed, albeit the final cost would be still far from optimal. We refer to [25] for a detailed
discussion and comparison of such methods.

Another intuitive approach is to use Alice’s SNP-represented genome, M, and let SL sign all
mi ’s at sequencing time. This would substantially reduce storage and computation costs due to the
relatively small volume of SNPs. However, it introduces the completeness problem, since nothing
prevents Alice from omitting some (or all) SNPs when she sends T the mutations and signatures
on Q . To prevent any omissions and ensure correct ordering of mutations, SL can sign tuples
consisting of two adjacent mutations sorted in ascending order, as suggested by [39]. However, this
entails revealing two tuples that contain mutations in positions immediately beyond both lower-
and upper-range boundaries, respectively. Due to the general sparsity of genomic mutations, this
could leak a substantial amount of sensitive information to T .

4.2 Proposed Approach

Assume that Alice gives her physical DNA sample (BioAlice ) to SL to obtain a digital representation
of her genome in the form of SNPs. SL forms the SNP representationM = {m1,m2, . . . ,mn } by
comparing Alice’s genome to a reference genome, as discussed in Section 2.1. Now, SL adds two
special mutations,m0 andmn+1, to represent the lower and upper genome boundaries. At the end
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of the sequencing process, Alice receives the list:

M̂ = {m0,m1,m2, . . . ,mn ,mn+1} =M ∪ {m0,mn+1}.

For the special sentinel mutations m0 and mn+1, positions pos0 and posn+1 are integers out of the
normal human genomic position range, i.e., pos0 = −∞ < 0, posn+1 = +∞ > N , and the base letters
l0 and ln+1 are dummy letters of the same sizes.

Alice also receives the lists of signatures, Γ = {γ0,γ1, . . . ,γn }, and salts, Salt , used to generate
these signatures. To show the ordering of mutations without revealing additional information on
boundary ones, SL signs the tuple of commitments for each adjacent mutation, instead of signing
each mutation, i.e., γi = Siдn(skSL,Tupi ), for ∀i . Each tuple consists of four commitments for the
adjacent mutations and their positions:

Tupi = (Com(posi ; si,1),Com(mi ; si,2),Com(posi+1; si+1,1),Com(mi+1; si+1,2))

for some commitment scheme Com and salts si, j for the ith SNP and j = 1, 2. The latter two
commitments for posi+1 and mi+1 are reused in the next tuple, Tupi+1. This can be done in the
offline phase between SL and Alice.

In the online phase, Alice returns the mutations within the queried range Q , along with the
corresponding signatures and salts. She also generates two range proofs for the positions of the
first mutations outside the queried range: one for the mutation with the highest position below
the lower bound of Q and the other for the mutation with the lowest position above the upper
bound ofQ . Alice sends these proofs and corresponding commitments of those positions. Denoting
all SNPs in Q asMQ = {mk+1, . . . ,mk+j }, Alice sends (MQ , SaltQ , ΓQ ,Ck ,Ck+j+1, l ,h) toT , where

SaltQ = {sk+1, . . . , sk+j } = {(sk+1,1, sk+1,2), . . . , (sk+j,1, sk+j,2)},
ΓQ = {γk ,γk+1, . . . ,γk+j },
Ck = (Com(posk , sk,1),Com(mk , sk,2)),

Ck+j+1 = (Com(posk+j+1, sk+j+1,1),Com(mk+j+1, sk+j+1,2)),

l ← NIZKRP_Prove{(posk , sk,1) | Ck,1 = Com(posk , sk,1) ∧ posk < a}
h ← NIZKRP_Prove{(posk+j+1, sk+j+1,1) | Ck+j+1,1 = Com(posk+j+1, sk+j+1,1) ∧ posk+j+1 > b},

where l and h are the proofs for the non-interactive zero-knowledge proof of range proof

(NIZKRP). T reconstructs intermediate tuples using received mutations and salts, and boundary
tuples using received Ck and Ck+j+1, as follows:

Tupi := (Com(posi ; si,1),Com(mi ; si,2),Com(posi+1; si+1,1),Com(mi+1; si+1,2))

for i = k + 1, . . . ,k + j − 1,

Tupk = (Ck ,Com(posk+1; sk+1,1),Com(mk+1; sk+1,2)),

Tupk+j = (Com(posk+j ; sk+j,1),Com(mk+j ; sk+j,2),Ck+j+1).

Then, T verifies the signatures using SL’s public key and NIZKRP proofs l ,h with the bound-
aries of Q , a, and b; i.e., T sees if (1) Veri f y (pkSL,Tupi ,γi ) = 1 for all i = k, . . . ,k + j; (2)
NIZKRP_Verify(Ck,1, l ) = 1; and (3) NIZKRP_Verify(Ck+j+1,1,h) = 1, and it aborts if any of those
fails. Otherwise, it proceeds with the test using received MQ . Figures 1 and 2 show offline and
online phases, respectively. Communication and computation costs are reflected in Table 2.

4.3 Security Analysis

Assume a non-emptyMQ = {mk+1, . . . ,mk+j } for some non-negative integers k and j. T checks

the authenticity of mi ∈ MQ by verifying the received signatures ΓQ = {γi }k+j

i=k
using the
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Fig. 1. (Offline phase) digitizing Alice’s SNPs.

Fig. 2. (Online phase) genomic range query between Alice and Tester (T).

reconstructed tuples {Tupi }k+j

i=k
. The links between two adjacent tuples prevent Alice from

excluding any mutations. Also, T ensures completeness by verifying the two NIZKRP proofs,
which shows that the commitments for the boundary positions hide the integers beyond the
queried range. This allows Alice to maintain the privacy of all mutations outside Q .

Now, suppose thatMQ is empty; i.e., Alice has no SNPs within Q . Then, Alice sends one tuple
Tupl for some l , of the form (Com(posl ),Com(ml ),Com(posl+1),Com(ml+1)) such that posl < a and
posl+1 > b and its signature γl toT .T verifies γl , which satisfies authenticity, and checks the ZKPs
that committed values are outside Q , ensuring completeness and Alice’s privacy.

One special case occurs when there are no mutations before position a and/or after position b.
The required range is large enough and it reveals all SNPs to conduct the test withmk =m0 and/or
mk+j+1 = mn+1. Since sentinel commitments are indistinguishable from other commitments, our
security goals are also achieved in this case. In summary:

Goal 1. Authenticity is based on the security of the underlying digital signature scheme used by
SL to sign tuples.
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Table 2. Communication and Computation Costs, Where n = (Number of Alice’s SNPs)

and j = (Number of Mutations in Q)

(From −→ To) Communication Cost

SL −→ Alice (n + 2) mutations, (n + 1) signatures, and 2(n + 1) salts

T −→ Alice two integers, a and b, denoting the range Q = [a,b]

Alice −→ T j mutations, 2j salts, (j + 1) signatures, 4 commitments, 2 range proofs

Entity Computation Cost

SL (Offline) 2(n + 2) commitments, (n + 1) signatures

T 4j commitments, (j + 1) signature verifications, 2 range proof verifications

Alice 4 commitments, 2 range proof generations

Table 3. Comparisons of SPH-PSM Variants

Genomic

Representation

Security

(for T )

Privacy

Alice T

SPH-PSM [37] Whole ✗ ✓ ✓

S-SPH-PSM (§5.2) Whole ✓ ✓ ✓

ES-SPH-PSM (§5.3) SNP ✓ ✓ ✓

FES-SPH-PSM (§5.4) SNP ✓ ✓ ▲

✓ and ✗ denotes supported and unsupported, respectively, and ▲ denotes

degree of support can vary.

Goal 2. Completeness is achieved by sequential linking of elements, allowing T to detect any
omissions.

Goal 3. Alice’s Privacy holds due to the use of ZKP and the hidinд property of commitments,
which reveals no information about either mutations’ positions or mutations outside Q .

5 OTHER APPLICATIONS

In this section, we show how to improve a private substring matching protocol for genomic data
using our technique. SPH-PSM [37] operates on encrypted bases and allows the genome owner
(Alice) to learn whether a test pattern (a list of contiguous bases on some specific locations required
for a given test) held by a tester (T ) exists in her genome, while not revealing anything about their
inputs to each other. Though this protocol provides privacy for Alice’s genome and T ’s pattern,
it guarantees neither authenticity nor integrity of Alice’s genome. Furthermore, SPH-PSM incurs
high communication and computational costs, since it requires Alice to encrypt her whole genome
and send the entire encrypted genome to T .

We denote our proposed protocols variants with the following acronyms: secure SPH-PSM
(S-SPH-PSM), efficient and secure SPH-PSM (ES-SPH-PSM), and flexible, efficient, and secure
SPH-PSM (FES-SPH-PSM), respectively. Table 3 provides a high-level comparison of these vari-
ants over SPH-PSM.

5.1 Size- and Position-hiding Private Substring Matching Protocol (SPH-PSM) [37]

First, Alice generates a public-private key-pair for an AHE scheme and encrypts each base of her
genome using the public key. T computes the additive inverse of each base in its specific test
pattern and encrypts each inverse using Alice’s public key.

In the online phase, Alice sends the entire encrypted genome toT . For each position where the
pattern locates, T homomorphically adds its encrypted pattern to Alice’s encrypted base. Then, T
adds the resulting values and returns the final (encrypted) sum to Alice. Alice decrypts received
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Fig. 3. Offline phase of secure SPH-PSM (S-PSH-PSM).

Fig. 4. Online phase of secure SPH-PSM (S-SPH-PSM).

ciphertext using her private key and learns the test result. The decrypted result is 0 if Alice’s
genome matches the test pattern; it is a random value otherwise. During the whole process, T
does not learn any information on Alice’s genome or the test result.

5.2 Secure SPH-PSM (S-SPH-PSM)

In SPH-PSM, Alice can modify her digitized genome and influence the test result, since SPH-PSM
does not guarantee authenticity or integrity of Alice’s genome. To prevent this, we design secure

SPH-PSM (S-SPH-PSM) and let SL act as a certification authority for the genomic data.
When SL sequences Alice’s DNA sample (BioAlice ), it encrypts the hash of each base using an

AHE scheme, under Alice’s public key.7 Then, it signs the hash of each ciphertext—along with its
position—using its private key and sends the list of ciphertexts and corresponding signatures to
Alice.

The online phase is similar to SPH-PSM, except thatT verifies the signatures and checks authen-
ticity and integrity of ciphertexts on the positions required for the test. Figures 3 and 4 show the
offline and online phases of S-SPH-PSM, respectively.

7The choice of this public key depends on who will learn the test result at the end of the protocol. For instance, for court-

mandated tests, the court’s public key can be used instead.
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Fig. 5. Offline phase of efficient and secure SPH-PSM (ES-SPH-PSM) and flexible, efficient, and secure SPH-

PSM (FES-SPH-PSM).

S-SPH-PSM also ensures authenticity and completeness via signing of both ciphertext and its
position. T can detect omissions or rearrangements, as it verifies signatures for all consecutive
positions in the range. Also, to prevent accidental matches, we hash both the position and the base
letter when encrypting the bases, as in the AH-ElGamal-based protocol [37].

5.3 Efficient and Secure SPH-PSM (ES-SPH-PSM)

We design efficient and secure SPH-PSM protocol (ES-SPH-PSM) to improve efficiency. We use SNPs
instead of the whole genome representation and our techniques proposed in Section 4. Offline and
online phases of this protocol are given in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. In the former, we add spe-
cial sentinel SNPs and sign the tuples of adjacent bases, as in Section 4, whereas the tuple consists
of commitments of position and the ciphertext of each SNP instead. SL sends to Alice the encrypted
genomic data and signatures along with the salts used for the commitments. In the online phase,T
verifies “all” received tuples and computes multiple results for all possible starting positions. The
computational complexity of this approach is O (nm), where n is the size of Alice’s genome andm
is the number of bases in the pattern thatT holds. This is because SNP positions are hidden, unlike
in the whole genome representation. (See unoptimized commented out pseudo-code in Figure 6.)

However, this computational cost can be significantly improved and reduced to O (n) with some
optimizations. First,T performs an initial calculation as before by matching the firstm (encrypted)
SNPs with its m (encrypted) inverses of the pattern. T then keeps the sum of this operation in a
temporary result. Since most encrypted inverses and SNPs are reused in the next computation and
they are aggregated, using the temporary result helps reduce the computational cost. That is, the
next result is computed by subtracting the first encrypted SNP and adding the next encrypted SNP
to the previous result. For each computation, the temporary result is stored in the result list with
randomization. Whenever the pattern and Alice’s SNPs match, the aggregated result will be an
encrypted zero. When Alice receives randomly permuted results, she sees if any of the decrypted
results are zero (see Figure 6).

To maintain the size-hiding property, we add m additional results, encryption of random
values, so that the number of results is always n, independent of the pattern size. The pattern’s
position-hiding property still holds by randomly shuffling multiple results before they are sent
to Alice. For completeness, Alice can just reveal the boundary positions, pos0 and posn+1. In
ES-SPH-PSM, we achieve orders of magnitude efficiency improvement with the same security
and privacy guarantees.
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Fig. 6. Online phase of efficient and secure SPH-PSM (ES-SPH-PSM).

5.4 Flexible, Efficient, and Secure SPH-PSM (FES-SPH-PSM)

Genomic tests whose nature is known (e.g., immunity) often operate on a small range of the
genome and may be public. This allows efficiency gains by querying only the mutations located
in that small range. Our proposed techniques in Section 4 can be applied as in ES-SPH-PSM to
preserve security goals for Alice’s genome with adjustable privacy for the pattern. To keep the pat-
tern’s privacy (size- and position-hiding properties), a wider range including the required range
can be used. The offline phase of the FES-SPH-PSM protocol is the same as the one of ES-SPH-PSM,
so presented in Figure 5, and the online phase is in Figure 7. The two main differences are (1) T
now queries a range, and (2) Alice provides encrypted mutations only in that range with NIZKRP
proofs for boundary values.

Tables 4 and 5 show the computation and communication costs of each SPH-PSM variant.

5.5 Discussion

Different Test Result Learner. One may question the need for security in SPH-PSM since Alice
learns the test result. From a legal point of view, genomic data, as well as the result, have to be
authentic. To support such cases, SPH-PSM can be updated as follows: Alice’s role in the protocol
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Fig. 7. (Online phase) flexible, efficient and secure SPH-PSM (FES-SPH-PSM).

Table 4. Operation Complexity of Each SPH-PSM Variant

Offline Online

SL Alice T Alice T

SPH-PSM – N Enc m EncInv 1 IsZero
1 Enc, MultConstant
2m MultCiphers

S-SPH-PSM N Enc, Hash, Sign – m EncInv 1 IsZero
m SigVerify, 2m MultCiphers,
1 MultConstant, 1 Enc

ES-SPH-PSM

n + 2 Enc,
n + 2 Comm,
n + 1 Hash, Sign

n + 2 Comm m EncInv n/2 IsZero (on average)

2 BoundaryCheck, CommCheck,
n + 1 Hash, SigVerify,
n Enc, n −m + 1 MultConstant
No opt: 2(n −m + 1) ∗m MultCiphers
Optimized: 3n −m MultCiphers

FES-SPH-PSM Same as ES-SHP-PSM

ComputeBoundaryIndex,
2 RangeProofGen
k/2 IsZero (on average)

2 RangeProofVerify,
k + 1 Hash, SigVerify,
k Enc, (k −m + 1) MultConstant
No opt.: 2(k −m + 1) ∗m MultCiphers
Optimized: 3k −m MultCiphers

Enc: encryption of a AHE, MultConstant: Enc(m)r = Enc(m ∗ r ), MultCiphers: Enc(m1) * Enc(m1) = Enc(m1 +m2),

EncInv: Enc(m (−1) ) = Enc(−m), IsZero: check if the input ciphertext is encryption of zero or not, Hash: computation of

a cryptographic hash function, (Sign, SigVerify): a digital signature scheme, (Comm, CommCheck): a commitment

scheme, (RangeProofGen, RangeProofVerify): a NIZKRP, and (ComputeBoundaryIndex, BoundaryCheck): integer

comparison.

can be divided into two: genome owner (Alice) and test requester (e.g., court). Now, when SL
encrypts the mutations, it uses the public key of the latter. The rest of the protocol remains the
same, butT sends the encrypted result to the court, not to Alice. As a result, the court gets only the
(correct) Boolean result for the test, and also Alice keeps her privacy by not revealing the whole
genomic data either to T or to the court.

Genomic Similarity Testing. In genomic tests, sometimes not an exact match but a similarity
score needs to be calculated (e.g., some paternity tests). S-SPH-PSM in Section 5.2 can be modified
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Table 5. Data Transfer Complexity of Each SPH-PSM Variant

Offline Online

SL→ Alice Alice→ Tester Tester→ Alice

SPH-PSM - N ciphertexts 1 ciphertext

S-SPH-PSM N ciphertexts, signatures N ciphertexts, signatures Same as SPH-PSM

ES-SPH-PSM
n + 2 ciphertexts, salts

n + 1 signatures

n + 2 ciphertext, commitments

n + 1 signatures

2 positions (integers), salts

n ciphertexts

FES-SPH-PSM Same as ES-SPH-PSM

k + 2 ciphertexts, commitments

k + 1 signatures

2 range proofs

k ciphertexts

to support such tests by simply not aggregating the result in one ciphertext. Specifically, consider
two input genomes for the similarity test and one of the parties (Alice) learns the result. In
this case, both parties encrypt their genomes under Alice’s public key and send it to T , which
homomorphically adds received ciphertexts for each position, shuffles the order, and sends the
shuffled list to Alice. Alice checks for similarity by decrypting each entry and counting the
number of decrypted zeros.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes implementation details.

6.1 Genomic Range Query Protocol

For SL’s signatures, we use the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) with el-
liptic curve secp256r1, as its signatures are relatively short (512-bit), compared to other schemes
with the same security level (256 bits). For commitments, we use the Fujisaki-Okamoto (FO) com-
mitment scheme [44] that allows us to create Boudot’s range proofs [24]. Parameters used for these
commitments are s = 552, and, for range proofs, t = 128, l = 40. For mutation commitments, we
use a secure cryptographic hash function, SHA2-256 [12], with 128-bit salts. A tuple is computed as

[ FO (posi , si,1), SHA2(mi , si,2), FO (posi+1, si+1,1), SHA2(mi+1, si+1,2)) ] (2)

with randomly generated salts si,1 in Z ∗N , whereN is a composite number with two 512-bit prime
factors, and 128-bit salts si,2 for SHA2.

To implement the commitments and range proofs, we used the code from [10]. We also used the
Bouncy Castle [5] crypto library for cryptographic primitives, e.g., hash functions and signatures,
and Java’s SecureRandom class [7] for generating salts. The code for offline and online phases was
written in Java and was evaluated on a PC with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHz chip
and 16GB of RAM.

6.2 SPH-PSM Variants

For the SPH-PSM variants, we use Pedersen commitments [71], the additively homomorphic vari-
ant of ElGamal [41] (AH-ElGamal), and Bulletproofs [27] for the NIZKRP in FES-SPH-PSM. The
structures of a tuple for ES-SPH-PSM and FES-SPH-PSM are similar to the tuple (2) in Section 6.1 of
the secure range query protocol, except FO is replaced with Pedersen commitments, while SHA2
commitments are replaced with encrypted bases. The same ECDSA setting is used for SL’s signa-
tures as in the previous section.

Our codebase is in Golang [3], evaluated on a server with 64 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPUs E5-4610 v2
@ 2.30GHz and 128GB of RAM. We modified the official Golang implementation for ElGamal to
implement an AH-ElGamal. As in the previous section, we use the official Golang crypto library
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Fig. 8. T ’s verification time given the number of SNPs in the queried range.

for SHA256 and ECDSA with the curve secp256r1 for hashing and digital signatures, respectively;
we also use the range proof code from [10].

7 EVALUATION

This section evaluates the proposed construction. For the sake of reproducibility, all our implemen-
tation and evaluation results are publicly available at [13].

7.1 Synthetic Genomic Data Generation

For the experiments, we generated synthetic genomic data with 3 ·109 bases for the whole genome
and 3 · 106 bases for SNP representations. Each base pair is structured with a 32-bit integer to
represent its position and an 8-bit integer for a combination of two base letters. Eight-bit integers
are defined with alphabetical order of combinations, i.e., 0 = “AA,” 1 = “AC,”. . . , 15 = “TT.” For
the evaluation of Section 7.2, we used a single type of SNP (“AA”) since our measurements do not
depend on the specific SNP type. For SPH-PSM variants, we generated necessary genomic files
before each experiment and let each experiment read the required files during the evaluation. To
generate a synthetic genomic file, we input the total size of the data n; starting and ending positions,
s and e, of the pattern; and a Boolean variable isSNP to check if it is for SNP representation or the
whole genome representation. Note that which base letters are used does not affect the evaluation
result. For simplicity, we generate bases with “AA” for all other positions and bases with “TT” for
the positions in [s,e]. For T ’s pattern (marked with n = 0), we generate bases with “TT” for the
positions in the range [s,e]. If isSNP is True, we generate bases for every 1,000 positions, whereas
we generate bases for all integers if it is False.

7.2 Secure Genomic Range Queries

We used 3 · 106 SNPs for the experiment. The entire offline phase, including commitments and
signature generations, took 4.2 hours on the aforementioned platform. We note that this process
can be easily parallelized. Times for individual operations are:
• Fujisaki-Okamoto commitment: 3.5 ms

• Boudot’s range proof: 47.7 ms for proof generation and 37 ms for validation
• SHA2 commitment: 0.3 ms (including salt creation) and 0.1 ms for validation

Salts can be alternatively (re-)generated using a seed and a Pseudorandom number generator

(PRNG), or HKDF [54], a simple key derivation function based on HMAC [20], to reduce the
storage cost. Verification cost incurred by T scales linearly with the number of SNPs in Q , while
verification cost of the range proof is dominated by signature verification, as shown in Figure 8.
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Fig. 9. Computation time comparison between AH-

ElGamal and Paillier for operations in SPH-PSM vari-

ants. Enc is encryption and EncInv is modular inversion

of encryption result. MultCiphers and MultConstant
are multiplication of a ciphertext with another cipher-

text and a constant, respectively. IsZero is used to check

whether a given ciphertext is an encryption of zero.

Fig. 10. Total runtime comparison between

optimized vs. original ES-SPH-PSM and FES-

SPH-PSM.

7.3 SPH-PSM Variants

To assess the computational efficiency of AH-ElGamal, we first compared it to Paillier [69], a well-
known additive PHE scheme, using its popular implementation [6]. Figure 9 shows the comparison
of AH-ElGamal and Paillier for each operation. Since we do not use the full decryption operation
and only check if a ciphertext is encryption of zero, results show that AH-ElGamal is significantly
more efficient for all operations used in SPH-PSM variants. Thus, we use AH-ElGamal for a homo-
morphic encryption scheme in the rest of the evaluation.

For individual operations, computation times averaged over 10 executions were as follows:
• Salt Generation: 2.7 μs

• Hash Computations: 4.8 μs for H (posi , li ), 3.9 μs for h2 := H (posi , ei ), and 10.4 μs for h3 :=
H (Tupi )
• Digital Signature Generation: 91.1 μs for siд1 := Siдn(h2) and 70.2 μs for siд2 := Siдn(h3)
• Digital Signature Verification: 171.4 μs for Veri f y (siд1) and 157.6 μs for Veri f y (siд2)
• Commitment Generation: 511.5 μs

• Range Proof (for FES-SPH-PSM):
Bulletproofs [27]: 262.2 ms for proof generation and 168.0 ms for validation
Signature-based [28]: 1,324.6 ms for proof generation and 1,299.4 ms for validation

We use the most efficient range proof scheme, Bulletproofs, for NIZKRP in the rest of the
evaluation.

Next, we measured the effects of the optimization described in Section 5.3 for both ES-PSH-PSM
and FES-SPH-PSM. We used 108 bases for Alice’s genome and 107 bases for T ’s pattern. Figure 10
shows that it lowers test completion times drastically, which confirms that even complex tests can
be performed fast using this optimization. It also shows that FES-SPH-PSM is much more efficient
than ES-SPH-PSM, i.e., when the location of the test pattern is public.

To measure the overhead of adding security to SPH-PSM, we compared computation costs of
SPH-PSM and S-SPH-PSM. We implemented the algorithm from [37] in GoLang and compared the
cost for offline phases. We compared only the offline phases because the online phases are almost
the same and the only difference—signature verifications—depends on the pattern size, which is
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Fig. 11. Offline computation cost comparison be-

tween SPH-PSM and S-SPH-PSM.

Fig. 12. Online phase comparison of SPH-PSM

variants.

relatively small to the whole genome size. Since these signing operations are independent, we use
multi-threading to parallelize them and reduce delay. Results in Figure 11 show that the overhead
of adding security is negligible compared to the cost of homomorphic encryption operations for
the whole genome.

For the online phase, we vary the number of markers and use the whole genome. Figure 12
shows the results: test completion time for S-SPH-PSM grows linearly with the number of markers
in Alice’s genome compared to SPH-PSM. This is becauseT verifies signatures within the range of
its markers. ES-SPH-PSM and FES-SPH-PSM benefit from the optimization and their runtimes are
comparable to that of SPH-PSM, even though they add security and reduce data transfer by three
orders of magnitude.

To show that proposed constructs can be parallelized, we implemented multi-threading for of-
fline and online phases of SPH-PSM variants. We believe that this is reasonable as a consumer-
facing sequencing lab would be equipped with high-end storage and computing devices capable
of handling massive amounts of genomic data. Figure 13 shows a comparison between single-
threading and multi-threading with the increasing number of bases for S-SPH-PSM and ES-SPH-
PSM. Since each signature generation and verification are independent, parallelization greatly low-
ers the computation time. Specifically, S-SPH-PSM offline and online phases using multi-threading
are 32 and 12 times faster, respectively, compared to using a single thread. Similarly, the offline
phase of ES-SPH-PSM is 32 times faster using multi-threading with over 107 bases. In contrast,
multi-threading only slightly improves the online phase of ES-SPH-PSM, since signature verifica-
tion is the only operation that can be parallelized.

8 GENERALIZATION TO SPARSE INTEGERS

Although our primary application domain is genomics, the proposed technique applies to other
settings. For example, suppose that a forensics team, after obtaining a court order, wants to
examine an Internet Service Provider’s (ISP) log regarding a particular account’s activities for
a time period relevant to a cyberspace attack. This setting resembles genomic testing in terms
of security and privacy requirements as well as the sparsity of sensitive data. From the security
perspective, the forensics team needs to ensure that the log entries supplied by the ISP for the
period and account of interest are genuine (authentic) and complete. From the privacy perspective,
the ISP does not want to reveal any non-relevant log entries in order to protect its customers’
privacy and/or its own interests, whereas the relevant log entries (i.e., log entries corresponding
to the period and account of interest) are likely to be sparsely distributed within a very large
dataset.
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Fig. 13. Comparison between multi-threaded and single-threaded results.

Similar situations might arise in the context of range queries over firewall logs or ticket trans-
action databases. The proposed technique can be adapted to address their security and privacy
challenges. In this section, we define a generalized version of the proposed scheme geared for
secure and private range queries over sparse integers.

8.1 Secure and Private Range Queries over Sparse Integers

LetD be a domain set of consecutive integers from A to B, i.e.,D = [A,B] ⊆ Z, for some A,B ∈ Z.
Though there are many ways to mathematically define a sparse set [22, 59, 80], informally, we call

a subset X of a set D sparse if |X ||D | is small. Note that our approach also works for the improper

subset X, i.e., when X = D; however, it is more meaningful in terms of privacy if the subset X is
sparse in D.

We assume Alice and Bob act as a replier and a querier, respectively. Alice has a sparse subset
X of D = [A,B], with n integers, and Bob has a range query Q = [a,b] such that A ≤ a ≤ b ≤ B
to receive all integers in X ∩Q ; i.e., if Alice’s sparse set is X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xn }, then Bob wants to
receive all xi s such that a ≤ xi ≤ b.

Definition 8.1. Let D = [A,B] ⊆ Z be a domain set of consecutive integers, for some A,B ∈ Z.
The ideal functionality F of the protocol between Alice and Bob, on input X and Q, is

F : (X,Q ) → (Q,X ∩Q ),

where X is a sparse subset of D and Q is a consecutive subset of D.

Security goals are the same as in Section 3: authenticity, completeness, and privacy:

(1) Authenticity. Alice cannot modify X after it is chosen and Bob can check if the integers
returned by Alice are the ones that Alice chose, i.e., authentic.
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Fig. 14. Proving xk < a states xw , for ∀w ≤ k is out of range. Similarly, proving xk+j+1 > b states xw , for

∀w ≥ (k + j + 1) is out of range.

(2) Completeness. Bob should be convinced that the integers returned by Alice are complete,
i.e., are within Q without any omissions.

(3) Alice’s Privacy. Bob learns no information about the integers in X that are outside Q .

8.2 Construction and Its Security

We now describe a concrete construction that meets our stated goals. We assume a trusted offline
authority calledAuth (as SL in Section 4) that facilitates trust among the protocol participants. The
offline phase is forAuth to authorize Alices’s sparse integer setX and the online phase where Alice
and Bob interact is for Bob to get integers in X ∩ Q . Similar to Section 4, Auth first chooses two
additional integers outside of D to indicate the boundaries and random salts for commitments. It
then commits each element in X, makes adjacent commitments in a tuple, and signs those tuples.
Since only one commitment is required for each element, the overall size of salts being sent is
halved. In the online phase, Alice chooses the elements in Q and computes two commitments for
the sentinel values outside of Q and the two range proofs for them. Bob’s computation cost is also
reduced since the number of commitments is halved. As shown in Figure 14, NIZKRP steps for
checking xk < a and xk+j+1 > b show that any integers (other than the returned ones) are out
of range, as integers are sorted before they are committed. Detailed offline and online phases are
described in Figures 15 and 16, respectively.
We now give a proof sketch of security and privacy for the proposed construction:

(1) Goal 1 is satisfied by the binding property of the commitment scheme, along with signatures
on the tuples containing two commitments of neighboring integers. Signatures on commit-
ments ensure that no element of X can be changed.

(2) Signatures on commitment tuples ensure that any inclusion or omission of elements is
detectable.

(3) Consider tuples outsideQ = [a,b], i.e., {Com(xk ),Com(xk+1)} and {Com(xk+j ),Com(xk+j+1)}
in Figure 14. Due to the hiding property of the commitment scheme, Bob learns no informa-
tion about either xk or xk+j+1 from Com(xk ) and Com(xk+j+1), respectively. Also, NIZKRP
guarantees that no information about xk and xk+j+1 is revealed other than the fact xk < a
and xk+j+1 > b, respectively.

9 RELATED WORK

Privacy of genetic material and tests has attracted much attention, and numerous methods have
been proposed that are based on various cryptographic techniques. Genomic security, on the other
hand, remained in the background due to a (mistakenly) perceived lack of challenges. In this sec-
tion, we briefly go over the cryptographic privacy building blocks in the genomics domain and
then discuss related techniques for achieving data authenticity and integrity in the context of
range queries.

9.1 Genomic Privacy

Several recent survey papers [18, 23, 64, 76] overview recent advances in genomic privacy. In this
section, we list the techniques used in this domain and their related work. Secure multi-party
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Fig. 15. (Offline phase) authorizing Alice’s sparse integer set X from Auth.

Fig. 16. (Online phase) range query-response between Alice and Bob.

computation (MPC) allows two or more parties to jointly compute a function on their private
inputs without revealing any information, other than the output of the function. For example, [51]
utilizes oblivious transfer (OT) and oblivious circuit evaluation to compute the edit distance
and Smith-Waterman similarity score to measure the similarity between two DNA sequences. [19]
uses a variant of Private Set Intersection (PSI), PSI Cardinality, which reveals only the size of
the intersection over two input sets, for paternity tests by observing the sizes of DNA fragments
cut by restricting enzymes. It also shows how to use Authorized PSI for personalized medicine,
where an authority authorizes the markers to be checked in the DNA. [36] uses an Android
smartphone to store encrypted genomic data and PSI techniques to provide results of personal
medicine, paternity, and ancestry tests using the smartphone as the end-user computation device.
[81] utilizes secret-sharing-based MPC techniques to compute minor allele frequencies (MAFs)

and chi-squared statistics in the context of Genome-Wide Association Study computation and
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the Hamming distance between two genomic datasets. To improve the efficiency of edit distance
computation, [78] approximates the edit distance by compressing genome sequences to sets and
privately computing the set difference size (or the threshold of the set difference size) using
garbled circuit and OT techniques.

Homomorphic Encryption (HE) is another popular tool for privacy in genomic tests. For ex-
ample, [14] uses so-called Partial HE (see Section 2.4) and dynamic programming techniques to
compute the edit distance of two DNA sequences without revealing their sequences to each other,
which is later improved in [15]. Subsequently, [31] suggests a way to compute the edit distance on
encrypted genomic data using Somewhat HE (see Section 2.4). [52] constructs a secure genomic
data query architecture with third parties, where one party stores and computes encrypted ge-
nomic data—e.g., storage and processing unit (SPU)—while the other party manages the keys
used to encrypt and decrypt genomic data. It uses the additively homomorphic property of the
Paillier [69] cryptosystem to secure count query. Similarly, [16] suggests an architecture for dis-
ease susceptibility tests, with a third-party SPU. This technique utilizes Paillier Partial HE and
proxy re-encryption [21] so that only the two parties who receive the partial secret keys from
the patient can participate in the test; i.e., SPU homomorphically computes the test on the en-
crypted DNA and partially decrypts the result, such that the medical center can obtain the final
result by partial decryption of the message received from SPU. These ideas are further refined
in [17] and [35], which showed that [17] can be more efficiently implemented by using additively
homomorphic Elliptic Curve-based ElGamal and simpler encoding method of genomic data. [72]
presents a method to search encrypted biomedical data stored in the server using Bloom filters
and HE, so that the user can perform the search query to the server. [55] uses a ring-based FHE
scheme [60] to encrypt genomic data and demonstrates common genomic computations over en-
crypted data, e.g., Pearson Goodness-of-Fit test, the D ′ and r 2 measures of linkage disequilibrium,
the Estimation Maximization (EM) algorithm for haplotyping, and the Cochran-Armitage Test
for Trend. [82] and [77] also assume encrypted genomic data with an FHE [47] on an untrusted pub-
lic cloud. [82] focuses on the chi-square statistics and proposes two protocols for secure division
operation, while [77] suggests a framework for estimating the P-value of exact logistic regression
parameters over encrypted data. [48] shows how to construct an index tree of the genomic data
and send the index tree to the cloud server after encryption with Paillier; the server then traverses
the encrypted tree according to the encrypted query from a query initiator using secure function
evaluation via an interactive protocol using Yao’s garbled circuits [79].

9.2 Range Query Security

Range query completeness was explored in the context of outsourced databases where the data
owner assigns query handling to a cloud-based data publisher. The latter, if malicious, can reply to
a range query with incomplete and/or fake results. To counter such misbehavior, [50] focused on
minimizing privacy leakages on data attributes using data partitioning algorithms that are aware
of the distribution of query ranges. [70] developed methods based on continual linking of elements
and collision-resistant hash functions to prevent malicious actions. [56] used Merkle hash and B+

trees, as well as aggregated signatures, to provide authenticity and integrity (with less strict privacy
requirements than [70]) and improve efficiency in the dynamic database case.

Other cryptographic range query techniques incorporated so-called range proofs. Early exam-
ples of range proofs include [26, 30, 62]. [62] uses the bit-length of the committed value to prove
that the number is in the range [0, 2k − 1], where k is the number of bits in that committed value.
[26] only proves that the committed value lies in a wider range: [−a, 2a], instead of [0,a]. [30]
convinces a verifier that the committed value lies in a range with the expansion rate of 2t+l+1,
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where t and l are security parameters. [24] proposes two efficient protocols for proving that the

committed value that is in [a,b] lies in [a − θ ,b + θ], where θ = 2t+l+1
√
b − a and t and l are

security parameters. The second protocol (that uses Fujisaki-Okamoto commitments [44]) is the
one we used in this article; it has the expansion rate of 1. [28] proposes range proofs based on set
membership protocols by extending the u-ary notation and proving that the secret z ∈ [0,ul − 1].

10 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we focused on genomic tests that reveal the genomic data in some queried range
and showed our proposed technique can be used for private substring matching-type tests where
genomic data can be encrypted under an additively homomorphic encryption scheme. However,
different types of genomic tests may require more operations other than addition, subtraction, and
constant multiplication that additively homomorphic encryption cannot support. We cannot avoid
using some SWHE or FHE in such cases to keep the privacy, sacrificing the performance, as some
previous work [31, 55, 77, 82] suggested.

We avoided going into discussions regarding low-level side channels in our work. For instance,
Alice can infer the size of the queried range from execution time when applying our technique
to SPH-PSM as in Section 5. However, this can be easily prevented in practice by letting T send
the replies after a fixed period of time instead of sending them right after the computation is
finished.

Lastly, we only consider the SNP for the efficient genomic representation; however, there are
multiple genomic representation formats such as STR and RFLP. Also, for the base letters, we
only consider well-sequenced genomic data without any gene duplications, insertions, deletions,
or lateral gene transfers that can commonly occur in genomic materials. Therefore, there is still
room for improving our proposed techniques and we consider these to be opportunities for future
work.

11 CONCLUSIONS

Genomic privacy has understandably attracted lots of attention due to the dire consequences of
possible leaks. Meanwhile, genomic security (authentication and integrity of genomic data) has
remained relatively obscure. This article motivated and constructed a technique for secure and
private genomic range queries. Its key properties are Authenticity of genomic material, Complete-

ness of mutations within a given range, and total Privacy as far as any genomic data outside a given
range.

To achieve these properties, we used techniques based on zero-knowledge range proofs to show
that a committed value (the position of a genomic mutation) is outside the queried range, digi-
tal signatures to prevent any alterations on genomic material, and linkage among two consecu-
tive mutations to preclude any omissions. To improve protocol efficiency, we carefully chose the
cryptographic primitives while keeping in mind both security and privacy requirements. We also
abstracted away from genomics and defined a more general problem of secure and private range
queries over sparse integers.

Although we focused on revealing plaintext SNPs within the queried range to a tester, the pro-
posed technique is equally applicable to encrypted genomes. Previous work that utilizes homo-
morphic encryption to offer SNP matches or weighted averaging without revealing the plaintext
SNPs (e.g., [16, 35, 52]) can directly apply our approach to support authenticity and completeness
of mutations within the queried range, while allowing the privacy of mutations. We showed, as an
example, that a private substring matching algorithm [37] can benefit from the proposed technique
in terms of better security and performance.
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